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"Can you see this?! I can't believe it! According to the legend of the Venux, You will
be the Ace of Protectors. That means, You're the only hope to save our world, Ace of

Protectors."

There is a fantasy world called as the Venux. The Venux is a different-dimension world from the Earth. One day, 'Master', who
is only the god in the Venux, She recognized that devils were coming to destroy the Venux. But humans in the Venux didn't have

enough power to defend the Venux from devils. However, she also knew the legend of the Venux. According to the legend of
the Venux, there was a hero called as 'Ace of Protectors'. 'Ace of Protectors' will come back to the Venux to defend the Venux
from devils. People in the Venux don't know who Ace of Protectors is. But, certainly, Ace of Protectors will come back soon...

◆ Two characters to save the Venux world

- There are two characters to save the Venux. One is 'Estel', a man who's a special force member called 'specialist' in the Earth.
However, during doing one mission, he came to the Venux by unknown power. Another is 'Yuri', a girl who is an elite protector

in the Venux. She's leading all of protectors and protecting Master. You will control two characters.

◆ A hero to save the Venux.

- Devils are coming to destroy the Venux! They are trying to revive their lord, 'Dark Lord'. The Venux will be in danger when
he revives. However, According to the legend of the Venux, there was a hero who was called as 'Ace of Protectors', and was
died with the Dark Lord long time ago. The legend says, Ace of Protectors will come back when the Venux is in danger. But

anyone don't know who they are. Only one thing is certain, Ace of Protectors is coming back to the Venux...

◆ The Venux world is with you.

- There are 40+ side quests and 50+ gears for each of your characters. Craft special gears! Special Gears are much stronger than
Normal gears. Don't forget to help your friends! By clearing your friends' quests, you'll get rewards and special access to craft

special gears and your friends will like you. When they start to like you, they may give special gifts to you!
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◆ Levels, stats, and Skills to make you stronger.

- Your characters must be stronger than now to fight devils. Take down your enemies, craft special gears, help your friends, and
use your skills. Do your best to save the Venux. Experience you earn will make your characters get more power.

◆ Save and load your journey.

- You are able to save and load your journey. Steam Cloud lets you save and load your data easily wherever you are. Keep your
progress.

Also Steam Cloud supports Cross-Platform Clouding like from Windows to Mac OS X.

◆ Intels, Steam Achievements, and Steam Trading Cards.

- Collect Intels which help you to understand the game. There are many achievements for you. Try to achieve them and get
special rewards. 'Ace of Protectors' supports both Steam Achievements and Steam Trading Cards!

◆ 'Ace of Protectors' supports gamepad controllers.

- You can enjoy 'Ace of Protectors' by using gamepad controllers! X-input based controllers like Steam Controller and X-Box
Controller are available to use.
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Title: Ace of Protectors
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
xPathfinder
Publisher:
xPathfinder Games
Release Date: 27 Jun, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista / 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.0 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics Cards supporting 1024x768 resolution

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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Masterpiece!

P.S. MP3+FLAC. First impression, it's no FL studio, but I think it will do. I can already tell that if you work hard on your fx. It
wont sound too... ummm... bitty. Anything that prevents me from putting a ton of hours into this is just laziness. After watching
about 10 mins of tutorials I was able to make about a minute of interesting tunes in a half hour, which I think speaks highly for
the UI and overall design. No complaints so far.

8 hours in update...

I am feeling some limitations, I won't explain exactly how it kinda limits you, but you basically cannot endlessly layer "things."
This and the fact that everything is segmented and there's no way, that I know of, to change a segments length... making any
longer melody or something like a solo kinda tedious.
BUT, it's 17 dollars, and what is there is soo nice. You need nothing but a left mouse click, I can make tracks with my steam
controller while jerking off, if I were left handed anyways...
One other little problem is you can only export in wav, which is OK, but kinda annoying.

I sent the first song I did to a couple music friends and they promptly sent me a new copy of FL studio... With that said, I kinda
wanna keep playing with this program.. The game its fun to play but it have alot of bugs. Plant tamagotchi. I SEEN BETTER
ZOMBIE DRIVING GAMES TO SHORT ALL YOU DO IS DRIVE AROUND RUN OVER ZOMIBLE THEY CANT EAT
YOU OR NOTHING BASE OF A TIME AND DRIVING. DETAILS ARE OK. No sound Mane =(
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This game wasn't terrible, but not worth the $7.49 I've paid for it. I experienced many glitches from audio cutting out, corrupted
saves, and falling through the floor. None of it was game breaking, but it was annoying. The scares aren't for anyone over 16 and
the plot is okay. I am honestly willing to play again for a diffrent ending, but only cause i already put money into it. I'd give it a
6/10. Above average horror games, but not by much.. PLEASE Developers make more stages. Tha's the main thing preventing
me from having fun and purchasing a Character Model pack. You need more Creative stages. Not just boring rectangle shaped
stages. Stages that are different shapes, have different pros and cons, stages that require different strategies. It's really boring
playing the same few stages over and over. That was the main problem with Bomberman, it was boring. And that's why
bomberman died off. There was no strategy other than avoiding "plus shaped" bomb splash damage on a large rectangular
shaped level.. Hidden gem of a game. Bought this becuase it was LEAP compatible (which works and looks awesome but is
utterly impractical) but it's much better with controllers. Imagine if you could play one of the early final fantasy games but with
3D battles.

At this stage there's still a few bugs, but nothing major.

Really looking forward to seeing what happens to this!. E-Z ACHIEVEMENTS, E-Z LIFE.. The only interesting aspect of this
and the original game is the alternative history setting. For me it's a good reason to buy this game ... even when it's a terrible
game. http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=792643399 
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=791442370. While I would recommend this game, only to people
who don't want a really long game that makes more sense.

Not enough detail in the story, not enough background, and I finished it with almost 100% in 3 hours. Lower than my
expectations were for this game, but still good.

3/5 stars. Its simple, elegant and brilliant.
I loved it.
Simply put it's an atriction war against a diferent kind of enemy. One that doesnt use 50 types of diferent units you have to
memorize and counter.
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